In the multireference alignment model, a signal is observed by the action of a random circular translation and the addition of Gaussian noise. The goal is to recover the signal's orbit by accessing multiple independent observations. Of particular interest is the sample complexity, i.e., the number of observations/samples needed in terms of the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) (the signal energy divided by the noise variance) in order to drive the mean-square error to zero. Previous work showed that if the translations are drawn from the uniform distribution, then, in the low SNR regime, the sample complexity of the problem scales as ω(1/ SNR 3 ). In this paper, using a generalization of the Chapman-Robbins bound for orbits and expansions of the χ 2 divergence at low SNR, we show that in the same regime the sample complexity for any aperiodic translation distribution scales as ω(1/ SNR 2 ). This rate is achieved by a simple spectral algorithm. We propose two additional algorithms based on non-convex optimization and expectation-maximization. We also draw a connection between the multireference alignment problem and the spiked covariance model.
I. INTRODUCTION
T HE problem of multireference alignment (MRA) arises in a variety of engineering and scientific applications, among them structural biology [1] - [5] , radar [6] , [7] , Fig. 1 . The figures illustrates the MRA measurements according to (I.1). The left column presents three measurements with different translations in the absence of noise. In this case, because the solution is defined up to translation, each measurement is a solution. The middle and right columns show measurements with the same translations and low and high noise levels, respectively (note the different scales of the y-axis).
robotics [8] and image processing [9] - [11] . In these applications, one aims to estimate a signal from its translated or rotated noisy copies. The problem also serves as a simplified model for more general problems like single-particle reconstruction by cryo-electron microscopy (cryo-EM), in which a three-dimensional density is recovered from two-dimensional projections taken at unknown viewing directions [12] - [14] .
In this paper, we focus on the one-dimensional discrete MRA problem on a circle. In this model, we acquire N measurements from the model
where the G j are i.i.d and drawn from N (0, I L ), i.e., G j ∈ R L and its entries are i.i.d standard Gaussian variables. The operator R s translates a signal x ∈ R L circularly by s elements, namely, (R s x) [ 
, where all indices should be considered as modulo L. The translations S j are i.i.d. and drawn from some unknown distribution ρ on Z L . Figure 1 illustrates the MRA problem in different noise levels. Previous approaches for estimating x from (I.1) can be broadly classified into two main categories. The first approach is based on estimating the translations S j , aligning all observations, and averaging them to suppress the noise. However, alignment is too erroneous in low signal-to-noise 0018-9448 © 2018 IEEE. Personal use is permitted, but republication/redistribution requires IEEE permission.
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ratio (SNR) [15] , [16] , defined here as SNR := x 2 /σ 2 . Note that while the translations S j are unknown, their estimation is not the primary goal of the problem. The translations are referred to as nuisance variables. An alternative approach aims at estimating the signal x directly. Existing methods bypass the need to estimate the translations by employing expectation-maximization (EM) methods or by using features that are invariant under translation [17] . Section II is devoted to a detailed discussion on existing results and algorithms for MRA. In this paper, we take a different route by trying to estimate both the signal and the distribution of translations ρ simultaneously. When ρ is aperiodic, it turns out this is an easier problem than ignoring the fact that ρ is not uniform and estimating x alone.
In this paper we focus on the regime where both the number of observations and the variance of the noise are diverging. More specifically, our goal is to determine the sample complexity of (I.1), which we define to be the minimal number of measurements, as a function of the SNR, required such that there is a sequence of estimators {X N } of x with mean square error (MSE) converging to 0 as N diverges. We define the MSE as
where the expectation is taken over the estimator X, which is a function of the random observations Y j with distribution determined by (I.1). Allowing for a cyclic shift in (I.2) is intrinsic to the problem: if we apply a shift R s to x, and its inverse R −s to the right of ρ, we will produce exactly the same samples, thus there is no estimatorX that is able to distinguish the observations that originate from x and the ones from R s x.
In [18] , it was proven that when ρ is the uniform distribution, then in the low SNR regime, the sample complexity for estimating signals with non-vanishing discrete Fourier transform (DFT) is ω(1/ SNR 3 ). In this work, we show that if the translation distribution ρ is aperiodic, meaning there is no 1 ≤ ≤ L − 1 where ρ[k + ] = ρ[k] for all 0 ≤ k ≤ L − 1, the sample complexity for estimating these signals is ω(1/ SNR 2 ). This rate is optimal and can be provably achieved by a spectral algorithm based on the first two moments of the data. The main result of this paper is stated as follows:
Main Result (Informal): Consider the model (I.1) and suppose that x ∈ R L has a non-vanishing DFT. When ρ is aperiodic, the sample complexity of the MRA problem is ω(1/ SNR 2 ). This sample complexity is achieved by a spectral algorithm, detailed in Algorithms 1 and 2, based on the first two moments of the data. On the other hand, the sample complexity for any periodic distribution, in particular the uniform distribution, scales like ω(1/ SNR 3 ).
The proposed framework is based on a reliable estimation of the first two moments of the data. Hence, it requires only one pass over the measurements, low storage resources and is computationally efficient. To estimate the signal from the estimated moments, we propose, in addition to the aforementioned spectral algorithm, a non-convex least-squares (LS) algorithm. While the problem is non-convex, it empirically converges to the underlying signal, in the absence of noise, from a random initialization. As an alternative to the method of moments, we also examine an expectation-maximization (EM) algorithm.
The outline of the paper is as follows. Section II provides a detailed discussion of existing results and algorithms for MRA. In Section III we prove that the sample complexity is lower bounded by ω(1/ SNR 2 ). We also show that the sample complexity of any periodic distribution of translations with a period of less than L/2 scales as ω(1/ SNR 3 ). This is an extension of the results of [18] , which considered the uniform distribution case. In Section IV we show that if the distribution is aperiodic, or is periodic with period L/2, then any signal with non-vanishing DFT can be estimated from its first and second moments, achieving the optimal estimation rate. Section V draws the connections between the MRA model and the well-studied spiked covariance model [19] - [23] . Section VI discusses and analyzes alternative algorithmic methods based on LS and EM. Section VII examines the performance of the proposed algorithms by numerical simulations. Section VIII concludes the paper and proposes potential future extensions.
Throughout the paper we use the following notation. We will use capital letters for random variables, and lower case letter for instances of this random variables. An estimator of a signal z ∈ R L is denoted by Z . We assume throughout that all signals are defined cyclically; that is, all indices should be considered modulo L. The indices range from 0 to L − 1.
A diagonal matrix whose diagonal is z is denoted by D z . We reserve E, * and for expectation, convolution and entry-wise product, respectively. The L-simplex is denoted by L . That is to say, z ∈ L implies that z[i ] ≥ 0 for all i and L−1 i=0 z[i ] = 1.
II. RELATED WORK

A. Multireference Alignment via Synchronization
Given the translations s j , the MRA problem (I.1) is easy. One trivial unbiased estimator of x is given by aligning all measurements and then averaging to suppress the noise, namely,
The variance of this estimator is σ 2 /N and therefore the number of measurements N needs to scale like σ 2 to retain a constant estimation error. In other words, the sample complexity grows like ω(1/ SNR). One can replace (II.1) with other estimators, such as James-Stein shrinkage [24] - [26] , which might improve the numerical performance with finite number of samples, but would not change the asymptotic sample complexity. In practice, we do not have access to the underlying translations. However, if one can obtain a reliable estimation of the unknown translationsŝ j , then one can estimate x by the sample mean as in (II.1) at sample complexity ω(1/ SNR). This motivates the design of synchronization methods that aim to estimate the translations s j from the data y j . A naïve approach for synchronization could be to fix one observation as a template, say Y 1 , and estimate the relative translation of each Y j , with respect to Y 1 , by the peak of their cross-correlation:
This approach may work in the high SNR regimes, but fails as the noise level increases (see for instance [17, Fig. 1] ). Many alternative synchronization methods were proposed in the literature. For instance, the angular synchronization method aims at aligning all pairwise observations simultaneously [27] - [32] . Other methods propose to align through different semidefinite programs (SDPs) [33] - [36] . However, alignment is impossible at the low SNR regime, no matter how many measurements are acquired [16] . For instance, for the continuous counterpart of (I.1), it has been shown that the Crámer-Rao lower bound is proportional to σ 2 and does not depend on N. This bound holds even if the sought signal is known [15] .
B. Multireference Alignment in Low SNR
This section reviews recent works on MRA in the low SNR regime, in which methods based on alignment fail. The key idea is to estimate the signal directly, without estimating the translations beforehand. As will be emphasized throughout, previous works did not consider the translation distribution ρ, and either assumed or enforced it to be uniform.
In [18] , it was shown that if the translations are uniformly distributed, namely, S ∼ Uniform[0, 1, . . . , L − 1], then the number of measurements needs to scale like ω(1/ SNR 3 ) for the estimator to converge in L 2 to the true signal. A similar outcome takes place for a Boolean version of MRA [51] . A follow-up paper [37] showed that this rate can be achieved by a tensor decomposition algorithm. The analysis of the uniform distribution is of particular interest since, no matter what ρ is, one can always enforce it to be uniform. This can be done simply by reshuffling all measurements by z j = R S j y j , where S j are drawn from the uniform distribution. The new set of measurements z j obeys the MRA model (I.1) with uniform translation distribution. However, as will be shown, this is in general a bad strategy, since the uniform distribution has a sample complexity scaling as ω(1/ SNR 3 ).
From the algorithmic point-of-view, a recent paper [17] proposes a method that completely overcomes the need to estimate the translations. The core idea is to estimate features of the underlying signal that are invariant under cyclic translation. Particularly, it was proposed to estimate the mean, power spectrum and bispectrum of the signal from the moments of the data. Since these invariant features are polynomials in the signal with degree at most three, they can be estimated at sample complexity growing like ω(1/ SNR 3 ). Using these invariant features, one can recover the signal as N → ∞ using a variety of algorithms [17] . In [38] , it was shown that a similar technique can be used to estimate several signals simultaneously from heterogeneous samples (see also [37, Sec. 5] ). Since the invariant feature technique requires only one pass over the data, it can be performed in a streaming mode, can be parallelized, requires low storage resources of O(L 2 ), and has low computational load. The framework proposed in this paper is also based on estimating moments of the data and therefore enjoys the same advantages; however, since we only require second-order moments, we bring the sample complexity down to ω(1/ SNR 2 ).
Another approach for MRA is to apply an EM algorithm [39] . EM is an iterative algorithm that aims to find the marginalized maximum likelihood estimator and is used ubiquitously in many statistical models. For the MRA model (I.1), and under the assumption that the translations are drawn from the uniform distribution, this algorithm takes a simple form and consists of two steps at each iteration [17] . Given a current estimation x k−1 , the first step (called the E-step) computes a set of weights which can be understood as the translation distribution of each measurement y j , if x k−1 was the underlying signal. These weights are computed by
where C j k is a normalization factor so that w , j k = 1. Then, the signal estimation is updated by marginalizing over the distributions and averaging (called the M-step):
The EM algorithm enjoys an excellent numerical performance; however, its computational load and storage requirements are heavy since it passes through all the data at each iteration. In Section VI-B, we modify the standard EM algorithm to take the distribution into account.
III. INFORMATION THEORETIC LOWER BOUND
In this section, we provide lower bounds for the MSE of an estimator of the signal in terms of the SNR and the number of observations N. In particular, we show that under mild conditions on the signal the MSE is bounded away from zero if N = (1/ SNR 2 ). As described in Section IV, the MSE of Algorithm 2 converges to 0 if the number of measurements grows like ω(1/ SNR 2 ). In addition, if the distribution is periodic, the MSE is bounded away from zero if N = O(1/ SNR 3 ). The framework proposed in [17] and described in Section II achieves this sample complexity for any distribution.
Recall that we can estimate the signal only up to cyclic translation. We define the best alignment of X with x by
Accordingly, we write (I.2) as
Since we are interested in estimators that converge to a cyclic shift of x in L 2 as N diverges, we only consider estimators which are consistent, i.e., φ x ( X) → x as N → ∞. However the information lower bounds presented in this paper can be adapted to biased estimators (see Theorem 5) . We now present the main results of this section as follows:
Theorem 1: Assume that x is not a constant vector. If X is a consistent estimator of x, then
3) implies that if the number of measurements N is O(1/ SNR 2 ) and ρ is aperiodic, the MSE is bounded away from 0, thus the sample complexity is lower bounded by ω(1/ SNR 2 ). Similarly, when ρ is periodic with a period < L 2 , (III.4) implies that the sample complexity is lower bounded by ω(1/ SNR 3 ).
Note that previous work [18] derived the sample complexity for the uniform distribution of translations. Theorem 1 extends it to any distribution. In addition, we extend [18] by providing the constant that multiplies 1/S N R 3 , for the uniform distribution case.
In the rest of this section, we develop the main tools required to prove Theorem 1. Specifically, we start by introducing an auxiliary notation and definitions. Then, in Section III-B, we use an adaptation of the Chapman-Robbins lower bound [40] , which is a generalization of the Cramér-Rao bound [41] , to derive a lower bound on the MSE in terms of the χ 2 divergence. Then, in Section III-C, we express the χ 2 divergence in terms of the Taylor expansion of the posterior probability density and the moment tensors . Finally in section III-D we combine the results from Section III-B and Section III-C to obtain a general lower bound for MRA, which we apply for the case when ρ is aperiodic and periodic, respectively. The final details of the proof of Theorem 1 are given in Appendix E.
A. Notation and Definitions
Let Y N ∈ R L×N be the collection of all measurements as columns in a matrix. Let us denote by f N x,ρ the probability density of the posterior distribution of Y N ,
(III.5) and the expectation of a function g of the measurements under the measure f N x,ρ by
For ease of notation, we write E g Y N when the signal and distribution are implicit. The bias-variance trade-off of the MSE is given by
(III.7)
For two symmetric matrices A and B, we write A B if the matrix A − B is positive semidefinite (PSD). We conclude this part with two definitions. First, we define the moment tensors. For a vector x ∈ R L , we denote by x ⊗d the L d dimensional tensor where the entry indexed by k = (k 1 , . . . , k d ) ∈ Z d L is given by
The space of d-dimensional tensors forms a vector space, with sum and multiplication defined entry-wise. This vector-space has inner product and norm defined by
Definition 2: The n-th order moment of x over ρ, is the tensor of order n and dimension L n , defined by
We will explore this notion in more detail in section IV-A, in particular we give explicit formulas for the moments when n = 1 (IV.1) and n = 2 (IV.4).
Our last definition is of the χ 2 divergence, which gives a measure of how "far" two probability distributions are.
Definition 3: The χ 2 divergence between two probability densities f A and f B , with f A absolutely continuous with respect to f B , is defined by
The following lemma relates the χ 2 divergence between (x, ρ) and (x,ρ) for one and N observations. Lemma 4:
B. Chapman-Robbins Lower Bound for an Orbit
The classical Chapman-Robbins gives a lower bound on an error metric of the form E[ X − x 2 ], i.e., it does not take into consideration a translation-invariant error metric as appears naturally in the MRA problem. Hence, we modify the Chapman-Robbins bound to accommodate error of the form (III.2). We point out that Cov[φ x ( X)] is related to the MSE by (III.6).
Theorem 5: (Chapman-Robbins for Orbits): For anỹ
Proof: See Appendix B.
C. Fisher Information and Moment Tensors
In this subsection we give a characterization of the χ 2 divergence, which appears in the Chapman-Robbins bound, in terms of the moment tensors.
Instead of considering the posterior probability density of Y N , we will consider its normalized version
where γ = 1/σ , S j ∼ ρ and G j ∼ N (0, I ). While this change of variables does not change the χ 2 divergence, we can now take the Taylor expansion of the probability density around γ = 0, that is,
We now use (III.10) to give an expression of the χ 2 divergence in terms of the moment tensors.
Lemma 6: The divergence χ 2 ( fx ,ρ || f x,ρ ) can be expressed in terms of the data moments as:
is not specific to MRA: one can always obtain this expression as long we are considering the low SNR regime and the observations are independent of the signal in the limit of SNR tending to 0. The particularization to MRA happens in (III.13), due to (III.9) and (III.11).
D. General Lower Bound for the MRA Problem
The following theorem is obtained from the results presented in the previous sections.
Theorem 7: Consider the estimation problem given by
In other words,d is the smallest positive integer such that the moments {M n x,ρ } n≤d define x and ρ unequivocally. Finally let
thus the MSE is bounded away from zero if λd N is bounded from above, or equivalently N = O(1/ SNRd ). Proof: We first note thatd ≤ L. Given all the tensor moments up to order L, we can write the polynomial
in terms of entries of the moments, and find all the unordered entries of x by taking the roots of the polynomial. To find the right order one can look at the value of other entries of the moments. Sinced ≤ L, the maximum is well defined. By Theorem 5, Lemma 6, equations (III.7) and (III.8) we obtain
and (III.14) now follows from taking the supremum over However, when N = ω(1/ SNRd ) the supremum in (III.14) is going to be achieved in the limit (x,ρ) → (x, ρ). Thus, to prove Theorem 1, we use intermediate results which explore the limit (x,ρ) → (x, ρ), and thus provide tighter bounds. However, since considering the limit introduces some technical details, we leave its analysis to Appendix D. The final details of the proof of Theorem 1 are presented in Appendix E.
As a final remark on the results in this section, Theorem 7 is not particular to MRA and can be easily generalized to a broader class of problems, which consider the actions of different groups and include the problem of single-particle reconstruction using cryo-EM [42] . A recent paper [18] obtains similar results for minimax lower bounds, and employs techniques from computational algebra to estimated, and consequently the sample complexity, for a variety of models, such as cryo-EM and heterogeneous MRA.
IV. PROVABLE ALGORITHM BASED ON
THE FIRST TWO MOMENTS In this section, we provide a spectral algorithm to estimate the signal, up to cyclic translation, from the first and second moments of the data, provided that the translation distribution is aperiodic. We prove that this algorithm estimates the signal exactly with high probability in the limit of SNR tending to 0 with a growing number of samples; we will describe the asymptotic model more precisely in Section IV-C.
Because the method relies on only second-order information, its sample complexity in this case only grows like ω(1/ SNR 2 ), compared to sample complexity growing as ω(1/ SNR 3 ) if the translation distribution is periodic (with period smaller than L/2; see Section IV-D). As we proved in Section III, ω(1/ SNR 2 ) is indeed the sample complexity for aperiodic distributions.
A. Moments of R S x
Before describing the algorithm, we will review a few basic properties of the moments of the random vectors R S x, defined in Definition 2, and conclude with a theoretical result about the sufficient information they hold.
We will first consider the first moment of the translated signal,
This is equal to the convolution of x with ρ; that is,
where C x is the circulant matrix with x as its first column (and similarly for C ρ ). In this case, the convolution theorem implies
where and F denote entry-wise product and Fourier transform, respectively. We can estimate the first moment from the noisy observations (I.1) by
Note that if L and σ are fixed, then M 1 is a consistent estimator of M 1 as N → ∞.
The second moment of R S x is defined as
where S ∼ ρ. It can be verified that
where D ρ is a diagonal matrix of ρ. The unbiased second moment of R S x is then estimated from the observations Y j by:
where I denotes the L × L identity matrix. As with the first moment, when L and σ are fixed then M 2 is a consistent estimator of M 2 as N → ∞.
We conclude this section with the following result, showing conditions which guarantee that there exists only one pair of signal and distribution (up to translation) that exactly agrees with the second moment data. Recall that a distribution ρ is periodic if and only if there exists a period 1 ≤ < L such that
If no period exists we simply call ρ aperiodic distribution. Theorem 8: Assume that ρ 1 is an aperiodic distribution, and that x 1 is a signal with non-vanishing DFT. Let x 2 and ρ 2 be any other signal and distribution with the same first two moments as x 1 and ρ 1 . Then x 2 and ρ 2 are equal to x 1 and ρ 1 , respectively, up to a shift. More precisely, there is
The proof is given in Appendix F. Next, we show a constructive method to recover x and ρ from their first two moments M 1 and M 2 .
B. Moment Inversion When ρ Has a Unique Entry
The key observation driving the algorithm we will describe is that when ρ has at least one distinct entry, and if x has non-zero DFT, then x can be recovered exactly from the first two moments M 1 and M 2 .
We first note that the power spectrum of the signal,
is the Fourier transform of the signal's auto-correlation and thus can be derived directly from the second moment. Next, recall the factorization
The circulant matrix C x is diagonalized by the Fourier matrix F as follows:
The k-th element of the diagonal of (IV.6) is given by
Now if we conjugate M 2 by the matrix
wherex is the vector with the normalized Fourier transform
Therefore, the matrix Cx is both circulant and real orthonormal, i.e., C −1
x is an eigendecomposition of M 2 , and the eigenvectors are translations ofx.
If ρ has at least one distinct entry, then the associated eigenvector v will be a translation ofx, with arbitrary scaling; that is, v = α · R sx for some number α and shift s. Since the Fourier coefficients are still normalized, we multiply |P x | 1/2 and Fv coordinate-wise to get
Letting Sum(x) denote the sum of all elements in x, we have α = Sum(ṽ)/Sum(x). To uncover α, note that the zeroth Fourier coefficient of
. But since ρ is a probability vector, (Fρ)[0] = 1, and so Sum(
Consequently, α = Sum(ṽ)/Sum(M 1 ), and R s x =ṽ/α. Note that once we have determined x, we can also determine ρ from M 1 = x * ρ by deconvolution; indeed, since
The algorithm is summarized in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 Exact Recovery From the First Two Moments
Input: Moments M 1 and M 2 . Output: The signal x and distribution ρ.
We have proved the following result: Proposition 9: Suppose x has non-vanishing DFT and ρ has at least one distinct entry. T ] be the first two moments. Then, Algorithm 1 returns the signal x and the distribution ρ exactly (up to cyclic translation).
C. Estimating x in Low SNR
Section IV-B shows that Algorithm 1 recovers x exactly from the exact values of M 1 and M 2 , as long as the DFT of x is non-vanishing and ρ has at least one distinct entry. In this section we show that under the same conditions, Algorithm 1 is stable under small perturbations of the moments. We also show that if N = ω(σ 4 ), or equivalently N = ω(1/ SNR 2 ), the MSE of the estimate given by Algorithm 1 converges to 0 as N diverges.
We first observe that whenever ρ is aperiodic, we can modify the observations to assume that ρ in fact has all distinct entries. Indeed, we generate a new set of measurements z j = R S j y j , where S j are drawn from a new, known distribution θ . In this case, the translations are distributed according to ρ * θ . The following lemma shows that by choosing θ as a random probability distribution on the simplex, we can ensure that all entries of ρ * θ are distinct with probability 1. Note that if the DFT of θ is non-vanishing (which holds with probability 1 for random θ ), then one can recover fully ρ from ρ * θ .
Lemma 10: Let ρ be an aperiodic vector on the simplex and let θ be a random probability density function on the simplex. Then, all entries of ρ * θ are distinct with probability 1.
Proof: See Appendix G. Using this lemma, we will assume from now on that all entries of ρ are distinct. The following corollary states that Algorithm 1 is stable to perturbations of the moments and power spectrum:
Corollary 11: Suppose x has non-vanishing DFT and denote by M 1 and M 2 the sample moments defined by equations (IV.3) and (IV.5). Suppose that
Then Algorithm 1, with input data M 1 and M 2 , returns an estimate X Spectral of x with error at most Cε, where C is a finite and positive constant which depends only on x and ρ.
Proof: See Appendix H. The following theorem shows that if N grows like ω(σ 4 ), the MSE of the estimator converges to 0 as N diverges.
Theorem 12: If N = ω(σ 4 ), the MSE of X Spectral , defined in Corollary 11, converges to 0 as N diverges.
Proof: See Appendix I. Algorithm 2 describes the entire pipeline for estimating x from the noisy measurements (I.1), including randomly shifting the observations, estimating the moments, and using Algorithm 1 to estimate x from the estimated moments.
Algorithm 2 Estimating x and ρ From Noisy Data
Input: y j , j = 1, . . . , N of (I.1) and noise variance σ 2 . Output: An estimated signalx and estimated distributionρ. // Reshuffling observations (optional) 1.1: draw a random distribution θ ∈ L 1.2: for each j = 1, . . . , N: y j ← R S j y j for S j ∼ θ // Moment estimation 2.1: 
D. Non-Uniqueness for Periodic ρ
We have shown that the first and the second moments suffice to determine the signal if the distribution is aperiodic. In this section, we provide a complementary result, showing that if the distribution is periodic, then having the first two moments is not enough to uniquely determine a signal with non-vanishing DFT. In particular, given a distribution ρ with period , a signal x 2 has the same first two moments as x 1 if it satisfies:
(IV.9) This construction is demonstrated in Figure 2 .
Proposition 13: Let < L/2 be a divisor of L > 1. Suppose that ρ is periodic, with period , and let x 1 be a given signal with non-vanishing DFT. Then the signal x 2 defined by (IV.9) is not a translation of x 1 , and has the same first and second moments as x 1 . Therefore, if the distribution is periodic, then any signal with non-vanishing DFT is not uniquely determined from its first two moments.
Proof: See Appendix J. In Section III we established this result from an information-theoretic perspective by showing that the sample complexity for periodic distribution grows like ω(1/ SNR 3 ), and extending [18] that considered only the uniform distribution. Indeed, the uniform distribution is merely a special case of periodic distributions with minimal period = 1. When > 1, one can interpret the periodicity as having a uniform distribution over the different cosets of Z L with respect to the subgroup generated by a translation in coordinates. These cosets are exactly the analogue of the sparsity pattern of Fρ attained by jumps of L/. This also explains why uniformity is the only pathological case for a prime L. Therefore, if one can choose how to sample the signal, a prime number of samples should be considered.
As it turns out, there is one special case where the first two moments are enough to determine x uniquely, up to cyclic translation, even when ρ is periodic. This special case occurs when L is even and ρ is L/2-periodic. Note that in this case the information theoretic lower bound presented in section III is also ω(1/ SNR 2 ). This result is formulated in the following claim:
Claim 14:
Suppose that x has non-vanishing DFT, L is even and ρ is L/2-periodic. Then, x is uniquely determined from its first two moments, up to global translation.
Proof: See Appendix K.
V. CONNECTION WITH THE SPIKED COVARIANCE MODEL In this section, we point out a connection between the spectral algorithm presented in Section IV, and the spiked covariance model well-known in statistics [19] - [23] . Though somewhat informal, this analysis will provide insight into how the complexity of recovering x depends on the dimension L when the distribution ρ has a fixed support size.
In the spiked model, we observe a matrix
where X is a rank r matrix and
This model is typically studied in the high-dimensional regime, in which L grows proportionally to N; that is, L = L(N) and L/N → γ > 0 as N → ∞. In this setting, there is a precise understanding of the limiting behavior of the data matrix Y and the low-rank matrix X = [X 1 , . . . , X N ].
In [22] (see also [20] ), it is shown that when the low-rank matrix X is random (for instance, its columns may be drawn from a suitable low-rank, mean-zero distribution), then the limiting cosine c of the angles between the top eigenvector of XX T and the top eigenvector of YY T is given by the formula: where λ is the top eigenvalue of XX T /N.
The key phenomenon is the phase transition at
It is only when λ is greater than this critical value that we are guaranteed a non-trivial correlation between the top eigenvector of the observed matrix YY T /N and the top eigenvector of XX T /N. We can view the observation model in the one-dimensional MRA model (I.1) as a special instance of the spiked model, by taking the i th column of X to be X i = R S i x. As N → ∞, we can write 1
Consequently, under the assumption that the DFT of x does not vanish, the rank of X is the size of the support of ρ. When the support size of ρ is fixed at r , the MRA problem is an instance of the spiked model. Let us assume that the |(F x)[k]| = 1 for all k. This can be done by estimating the power spectrum first and then normalizing all Fourier coefficients. In this case, C x is an orthogonal matrix. In other words, x ⊥ R x for every = 0; consequently, the R x are precisely the top r eigenvectors of XX T /N, with corresponding eigenvalues
Then, (V.2) tells us exactly how well we expect the spectral algorithm to perform in recovering x; indeed, the theory predicts a non-zero angle between x and the top eigenvector of YY T /N whenever:
Below this threshold, the output will be essentially random. We see that if the distribution is well-localized, then max ρ = (1) (with respect to the growing value of L) and then the sample complexity grows like L SNR 2 . On the other hand, if the distribution is almost uniform, then max ρ = O(1/L) as L → ∞, and thus the sample complexity will be proportional to L 3 / SNR 2 .
To illustrate the relationship between the spiked model and MRA, we ran the following experiment. We generated a signal x ∈ R 400 with i.i.d. normal entries and normalized it so that x 2 = 10. For noise levels σ between 0.1 and 10, we drew N samples of x with noise at level σ , where N is chosen at 100 plus the critical threshold given by (V.5) for σ = λ 1/2 γ −1/4 = 5.5313 according to (V.3). For σ large enough, N will not be large enough for the spectral method to produce an estimate better than random. The distribution of translations ρ was taken to be ρ[i ] ∝ i 2 , for i = 1, . . . , 5, and zero elsewhere. Each experiment was repeated 200 times. The plots in Figure 3 display the average values over these 200 runs.
For each draw, we compute the top eigenvalue of the clean data matrix (V.4), denoted by λ, and the associated eigenvector, which is a translated copy of x. We also compute the top eigenvector of the data matrix YY T /N. The angle between the two eigenvectors is predicted by (V.2). In Figure 3 (a), we plot the predicted cosine against the true cosine. Clearly, we never attain the predicted value of zero in finite samples, but we see a precipitous decline when the noise level σ exceeds its threshold value (the vertical dashed line).
We also measure the relative mean squared error defined by equation (I.2), where X is the top eigenvector multiplied by x. In Figure 3 (b), we plot this error as a function of σ . For reference, we also plot the ordinary error predicted by the spiked model (as derived from the predicted cosine between the vectors), without minimizing over shifts. Of course, minimizing over shifts will decrease the error; however, we still see the same qualitative behavior predicted from the spiked model, namely an increase in error as σ grows, until the critical threshold of σ is reached, after which the error plateaus.
VI. ADDITIONAL ALGORITHMS
While the spectral algorithm (Algorithm 2) is asymptotically optimal as σ , N → ∞ and for signals with non-vanishing DFT, it may not perform well in small sample size or low DFT values. Therefore, in this section, we present two additional algorithms based on non-convex LS minimization and a modification of the EM algorithm presented in Section II that takes the distribution into account. In Appendix L, we also describe and analyze a convex relaxation approach based on semidefinite programming.
A. Non-Convex Least-Squares Minimization
The following method aims to find a signal in R L and a distribution in L that fit the observed data as well as possible in the LS sense. We formulate the problem as a smooth, non-convex, optimization problem with the constraint that the distribution lies on a simplex. Given estimators M 1 and M 2 of the first two moments M 1 and M 2 , the problem reads
where λ > 0 is a predefined parameter. It can be verified that, by omitting signal-dependent terms, the variance of the elements of the first moment estimator is proportional to σ 2 . It can be also shown that the variance of the elements of the second moment is proportional to 3Lσ 4 and Lσ 2 in the low and the high SNR regimes, respectively (again, by omitting signal-dependent terms) [38] . Therefore, we set λ = 1 L(1+3σ 2 ) in our implementation.
B. An Expectation-Maximization Algorithm for Estimating x and ρ Simultaneously
In Section II, we reviewed the EM algorithm for MRA from [17] , which is invariant to the distribution of translations. In this section, we modify the algorithm to take the distribution into account. A similar approach was introduced for the application of cryo-EM in [43] .
If we denote s := {s j } 1≤ j ≤N , the forward model of the MRA model (I.1) reads: The log-likelihood function is then given, up to a constant, by
.
The goal of the EM algorithm is to compute the maximum in (x, ρ) of the marginal likelihood L(y|x, ρ) = s L(y, s|x, ρ). The algorithm proceeds as follows. Start with some initial guesses x 0 and ρ 0 for the signal and distribution. Given x k and ρ k , the next guess is given as follows:
Here the distribution S k depends on x k and ρ k through
where C j k is a normalization term so that w , j k = 1. We can explicitly write (VI.2) (omitting a constant term) as
Maximizing Q over x and ρ is simple, since the first term depends only on ρ and the second term depends only on x. Specifically, it is easy to see that the maximum over x is given by a weighted average of the translated observations:
This step is almost identical (up to the values of the weights) to the standard EM update step (II.2). The maximimizing value of ρ also has a closed formula. First, observe that we can write:
To maximize a positive weighted combination of logarithms over the simplex, we use the following lemma: Proof: See Appendix M. From this lemma, the maximizing ρ is given by the formula:
(VI.4)
To conclude, the modified EM updates the signal and the distribution estimations by (VI.3) and (VI.4), respectively. However, compared to the methods which are based on moments estimation like Algorithm 2 or the LS, it passes through the data at each iteration. Therefore, for large sample size, its computational cost may be substantially heavier.
VII. NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we present numerical results for the algorithms described in Section VI and Algorithm 2. To measure the accuracy of an estimator X , we define the recovery relative error as
The code of this section, including Matlab implementations and examples, is publicly available online. 1
A. Influence of the Number of Samples
In the first example, we use a Haar-like signal of length L = 20, depicted in Figure 4(a) . Next, we generate its noisy, translated copies according to the MRA model (I.1), with noise variance of σ = .25. One example of a data sample corrupted with such noise is illustrated in Figure 4(b) .
We use the EM algorithm of Section VI-B to estimate the signal. This process is repeated three times for different number of samples, N = 10 3 , N = 10 5 , and N = 10 7 . The estimates are presented in Figure 4 (c)-4(e). As expected, the quality of the estimation improves significantly as N grows. 
B. Comparison of EM Algorithms
In [17] , it is shown that in most cases, an EM method as described in Section II-B, achieves the smallest estimation error compared to the competitor algorithms. The EM algorithm described in that paper is invariant to the distribution ρ. In particular, it treats the data as if it were drawn from the uniform distribution, which requires sample complexity that grows like ω(1/ SNR 3 ) rather than ω(1/ SNR 2 ). By contrast, the EM algorithm we propose in Section VI-B also estimates the distribution ρ at each iteration. The updated estimation of the distribution is then used to update the signal's estimation.
To demonstrate the importance of including the distribution into the model of the estimator, we consider a family of distributions
where the parameter s > 0 controls the concentration of ρ, or alternatively its uniformity: the larger s is, the more uniform ρ is. In general, we expect our algorithms to provide better estimations when s is smaller, i.e., when ρ is more concentrated; see Section V. We compared the standard EM with the EM algorithm described in Section VI-B. The experiments were conducted as follows. We fixed a random signal of length L = 25 with i.i.d. normal entries and unit norm, and a series of distributions of the form (VII.2) with the parameter s varying between 3 and 9. Then, for each distribution we generated N = 2, 000 samples drawn with a fixed level of noise σ = 1. We repeated the experiment independently 20 times and averaged the errors. In Figure 5 , we plot the relative errors of the methods as a function of the uniformity parameter s. As expected, the standard EM is invariant to s. On the other hand, the adapted version of the EM exploits the varying distribution and performs better under more concentrated distributions. As the distribution becomes more uniform, the two methods exhibit similar error rates.
C. Comparison of the Different Methods
This paper presents three alternative techniques for solving the MRA: the spectral method described in Algorithm 2, the LS optimization of Section VI-A, and the EM of Section VI-B. In this comparison, we examined the estimation error of these three methods with different noise levels. We use a random signal of length L = 15 with i.i.d. normal entries and rescaled to unit norm. The distribution ρ is obtained by normalizing a vector with i.i.d. entries, distributed uniformly in [0, 1]. We fix the number of samples to be N = 100, 000. Then, we sample the level of noise σ at 20 points ranging from 0.01 to 10. In Figure 6 we plot the average error for each of the sampled points over 200 different values of x and ρ. As can be seen, the LS and EM methods are more robust to noise than the spectral method. In addition, the gap between these two methods becomes small as the SNR decreases.
D. Numerical Error Rates for the EM Algorithm
When the distribution ρ is aperiodic, the optimal MSE for recovering x in the low SNR, and large N regime is of size O(σ 4 /N). Since the relative error scales as √ MSE, by (VII.1), if the log-error is viewed as a function of log(σ ), the slope is expected to be no smaller than 2 when σ is large.
In Figure 7 we plot the average log-error of the EM algorithm over 300 trials as a function of log(σ ). In each trial, we used the EM algorithm to estimate a randomly generated signal, with translations drawn from a randomly generated probability distribution. When σ is large, the curve is indeed a line with slope close to 2, which is the expected rate. However, when σ is small, the curve is a line with slope close to 1; namely, the error behaves approximately like O(σ/ √ N ), rather than O(σ 2 / √ N ). The moderate slope for high SNR suggests that in this regime the recovery problem is easier; for example, we know that alignment is possible in high SNR, as described in Section II-A.
In Figure 8 we plot the average log-error (again over 300 experiments) as a function of log(σ ), but in this case each experiment used the uniform distribution of translations. In this regime, we know from [18] that the optimal slope is 3, not 2; and indeed, when σ is large the curve has slope close to 3. As in the other plot, when σ is small the curve has slope close to 1. Taken together, these two experiments suggest that the EM algorithm exhibits near-optimal behavior for both periodic and aperiodic distributions.
VIII. DISCUSSION
In this paper, we have shown that the sample complexity for MRA with an aperiodic distribution of translations grows like ω(1/ SNR 2 ). This sample complexity can be achieved by a simple spectral algorithm. We also examined empirically the LS and EM algorithms. Additionally, we extended previous works by showing that the sample complexity for any periodic distribution scales as ω(1/ SNR 3 ).
We drew connections between the MRA problem and the spiked covariance model. This connection implies that the sample complexity is inversely proportional to the square of the maximal value of the distribution. Therefore, the more uniform the distribution is, the higher the sample complexity of the problem.
One of the motivations for considering the MRA model arises from the imaging technique called single particle cryo-electron microscopy (cryo-EM), allowing to visualize molecules at near-atomic resolution [12] , [13] . In cryo-EM, noisy two-dimensional tomographic projections of the three-dimensional underlying molecule, taken at unknown viewing direction, are collected. The distribution of viewing directions in cryo-EM is typically non-uniform, as many molecules exhibit some preferred orientation [44] .
The MRA model (I.1) can be thought of as a simplified model for the cryo-EM problem, where cyclic translations replace actions of elements of the group SO(3) [14] . The tomographic projection does not appear in (I.1). Our technique for MRA, based on the low-order moments of the data, is similar to the framework proposed by Kam et al. [45] Levin et al. [46] for cryo-EM. In particular, Kam suggested a method to estimate a molecule directly from the statistics of the projections, rather than estimating the viewing directions. Our work is one step towards understanding the sample complexity of Kam's method in particular, and the cryo-EM problem in general.
APPENDIX
A. Proof of Lemma 4
We have
where the third line follows from f Ñ x,ρ and f N x,ρ being probability distributions, and the fourth line follows from (III.5).
B. Proof of Theorem 5
The proof mimics the one of the classical Chapman and Robbins bound. Recalling equation (III.7) and the definition of positive semidefinite matrices, the statement is equivalent to
and note that
and by Cauchy-Schwarz
C. Proof of Lemma 6
Equation (III.12) follows from some algebraic manipulations:
where the third equation follows from the definition of d, i.e. α ñ x,ρ (z) = α n x,ρ (z) almost surely for all n < d. Equation (III.12) now follows from γ = 1/σ .
We now prove (III.13). It is enough to show that
Let S andS be two independent random variables such that S ∼ ρ andS ∼ρ. We have
On the other hand, we can write f x,ρ explicitly by
where S ∼ ρ, thus by equation (III.11)
where S andS are defined as in (C.1).
The proof of (III.13) finally follows from equation (C.1) and
D. Analog Results for Derivatives
This section provides analog results to the ones presented in section III, but involving the limit (x,ρ) → (x, ρ). More specifically, we will take (x,ρ) = (x + hz, ρ + hθ), and study the limit h → 0. For the rest of the section, identify v = (z, θ) ∈ R 2L . Since ρ + hθ has to be a probability distribution, we require that 1 T θ = 0 and θ [i ] ≥ 0 whenever ρ[i ] = 0.
In comparison with section III, where we used the χ 2 divergence and the moment tensors, in this section we use the Fisher information matrix and directional derivatives of the moment tensors, respectively. We define the Fisher information matrix as the 2L × 2L matrix such that
Here ∇ log f N x,ρ ∈ R 2L , since there is a component that depends on x and one that depends on ρ. The Fisher information matrix is also the Hessian of the χ 2 divergence, i.e., lim h→0
The Fisher information matrix of N observations is related to the one observation version by
We define the Jacobian J x,ρ as the L × 2L matrix such that
We also define the directional derivative of M d x,ρ along v = (z, θ) as the d-dimensional tensor 
Proof: If θ is under the hypothesis of the theorem, then there exists h 0 > 0 such that for all 0 ≤ h ≤ h 0 , ρ +hθ ∈ L .
Letting (x,ρ) = hv + (x, ρ) in Theorem 5 we obtain for any
by equations (D.1), (D.2) and (D.3), and the corollary follows.
We now use (III.10) to give an expression of the Fisher information in terms of the directional derivative of the tensor moments.
Lemma 17:
In this case we cannot just take the limit h → 0 in (III.12), since the term contained in O(σ −2d−1 ) might blow up. Instead we proceed by doing similar algebraic manipulations. Recall that ∇ f x,ρ (y; γ ) and ∇α i
where the second line follows from
By the definition of d and (D.5), we have v T ∇α n x,ρ (z) = 0 almost surely for n < d, thus
Equation (D.4) now follows since γ = 1/σ . We now prove (D.5) We let (x,ρ) = (x, ρ) + hv in (III.13) and take the limit h → 0 to get
Finally, from Corollary 16 and Lemma 17, we obtain a result analog to Theorem 7.
Corollary 18:
E. Proof of Theorem 1
Before proving Theorem 1, we need the following lemma.
x,ρ can be explicitly written as
and
where we use the convention x
Moreover, denote the d-dimensional Fourier Transform by F d . For any a = (a 1 , a 2 , . . . , a d 
(E.7) Proof: We first prove equation (E.1). By equation (2), we have
Equation (E.2) follows from the formula of the derivative of the product: #
We finally prove (E.3); the proof of (E.4) is analogous.
We are now ready to prove Theorem 1, starting by (III.3). Since X is consistent, E x,ρ [φ x ( X)] → x and J x,ρ → [I L 0 L×L ] as N → ∞. By (III.6) and Corollary 16 we have
We will choose z = x − 1 T x L 1, and θ = 
(E.10)
For d = 1, 2 we have 
Recalling equation (E.10) and since θ i = 0, we have now for d = 1, 2, 3,
, (E.12)
and 
and the result follows. Finally, if z i = 0, we can alternatively choose
We still have (E.12) = 0 ∀a ∈ Z L and (E.13) = 0 for all a ∈ Z 2 L except ifã 1 = i . But z i = 0 implies F x[a] = 0 if mod (a, b) = ±i , so (E.13) = 0 also ifã 1 = i .
F. Proof of Theorem 8
We show that if the first two moments of two pairs, signal and distribution, are equal then the pairs are identical up to a translation. Specifically, suppose that x 1 and ρ 1 have the same first two moments as x 2 and ρ 2 . Equality of the first moments means that x 1 * ρ 1 = x 2 * ρ 2 , and therefore:
Since F x 1 is non-vanishing, we define the ratio
Then,
Furthermore, from the equality of second moments
Consequently, for k, p = 0, . . . , L − 1:
or equivalently,
Because ρ 1 and ρ 2 are probability distributions, (Fρ 1 )[0] = (Fρ 2 )[0] = 1. Therefore, taking k = p in (F.2) implies |r [k]| = 1. By (F.1), r [0] = 1, and Fρ 1 and Fρ 2 have the same support. We will denote by GCD (a 1 , . . . , a ) the greatest common divisor of the positive numbers a 1 , . . . , a .
Lemma 20: If a distribution ρ is aperiodic then
Proof of Lemma 20:
A necessary and sufficient condition for a distribution ρ to have period is that (Fρ)[m] = 0 only for m of the form k(L/), k = 0, 1, . . . , − 1. Therefore, the aperiodicity of a distribution ρ means that the shared greatest common divisor of all the indices of nonzero entries in Fρ (which includes L, since ρ[0] = ρ[L] = 1) is 1. In fact, if the GCD were equal to some d > 1, then the distribution would be periodic with a period of L/d as all nonzero entries would be of the form kd, k ∈ {0, 1, . . . L/d}.
Let m 1 , . . . , m be the indices of the support of Fρ 1 (and Fρ 2 ). Because the greatest common divisor GCD is associative -that is, GCD(a, b, c) = GCD (GCD(a, b) , c)by Lemma 20 there exist integers a 1 , . . . , a such that n j =1 a j m j = 1 mod L.
(F.3)
Taking k − p = m j in (F.2), we obtain:
From (F.3), repeated application of (F.4) yields:
where ω =ω a 1 1 · · ·ω a . Repeatedly applying (F.5), we obtain r [m] = ω m r [0] = ω m , or equivalently:
(F.6) Furthermore, when m = L, we see:
i.e., ω is an L th root of unity. Equation (F.6) then implies x 2 is a translation of x 1 . Finally, (F.1) then shows that (Fρ 1 )[m] = ω m (Fρ 2 )[m], so that ρ 1 is also a translation of ρ 2 . This completes the proof.
G. Proof of Lemma 10
For any 0 ≤ i ≤ L − 1, we can write (ρ * θ)[i ] = e T i C ρ θ, with e i the unit vector with one in its i th entry. Consequently, equality of two distinct entries i and j implies 
I. Proof of Theorem 12
Since the residuals M 1 − M 1 , M 2 − M and P x − P x are subexponential, we can apply the Bernstein-type inequality for subexponential random variables found in [48] , together with Corollary 11, to obtain P min
, (I.1)
where C 1 , C 2 and C 3 are finite, positive constants that depend on x and ρ. We have
with C 4 = C 1 C 2 3 and C 5 = C 2 /C 2 3 , thus if N = ω(σ 4 ), (I.2) converges to 0 as n diverges, and X Spectral converges to the true signal in L 2 , up to a cyclic shift.
J. Proof of Proposition 13
It is clear that, as L > 1, x 1 = x 2 . In addition, since x 1 is real, the construction ensures that x 2 is real as well.
The periodicity of ρ means a sparsity pattern for Fρ. Particularly, Fρ is zero everywhere besides Therefore, x 1 and x 2 share the same first moment. For the second moments, we will show the equality
Applying the Fourier matrix, due to the realness of ρ, the latter is equivalent to
Similar to (F.2) and by the sparsity pattern of (J.1), this equality should hold only if
for all t = 0, . . . , and i = 0, . . . , L − 1. By the construction (IV.9), this equation holds true.
K. Proof of Claim 14
Throughout the proof, we assume that each period has no repeated values. This property is guaranteed by reshuffling the measurements with random θ ∈ L ; see Lemma 10. Additionally, we can obtain the power spectrum of x from the second moment (IV.7), which we can then factor out as in (IV.8). Thus, we can assume, without loss of generality, that |F x|[k] = 1 for all k.
Observe that both x and R L/2 x are eigenvectors of M 2 = C x D ρ C T x (we assume exact knowledge of the moments) with the same eigenvalue. Also, x and R L/2 x are orthogonal as columns in the orthogonal matrix C x . Then, if u is an eigenvector, we can write for some scalars α, β ∈ R L : u = αx + β R L/2 x, and therefore, R L/2 u = α R L/2 x + βx, as R L/2 = R −1 L/2 . Then, one can verify that the inner product of u and R L/2 u is 2αβx 2 . Since the signals are orthogonal, their inner product is zero. This means that α or β must be zero. This in turn implies that u was either x or R L/2 x in the first place. Therefore, x is the unique eigenvector of M 2 that is orthogonal to its translation by L/2. This completes the proof.
L. Convex Relaxation With Semidefinite Program
In this section, we propose an additional algorithm for non-uniform MRA based on a semidefinite program (SDP) relaxation.
Since the power spectrum of the signal can be estimated from the data at sample complexity scaling as ω(1/ SNR 2 ) according to (IV.6), we assume in this section, without loss of generality, that |F x|[k] = 1 for all k. Note, that as in Algorithm 2, the normalization is done on the second moment matrix, not the individual observations, in order to retain the noise statistics.
The SDP relaxation is based on considering the second moment matrix in the Fourier domain, namely,
The last expression can be also written as The constraintX [1, 0] = 1 follows the assumption that (F x)[0] = (F x) [1] = 1. While we can easily estimate (F x)[0] and therefore fix it, the assumption of fixed (F x) [1] = 1 is more delicate. Recall that the solution for the MRA problem is always up to cyclic translation. In the Fourier domain, it means that the first entry of the Fourier transform of the signal is determined up to an arbitrary modulation by e 2πι/L for some ∈ Z. If L → ∞, this allows us to fix this coefficient arbitrarily.
Similarly to the well-known SDP relaxation of the Max-Cut problem [49] , the non-convex problem (L.3) can be relaxed to a convex program by omitting the rank constraint as follows, This relaxation is convex and can be solved in polynomial time using off-the-shelf software, such as CVX [50] . The SDP relaxation (L.4) recovers the Fourier phases of the signal and the distribution exactly for N → ∞ and fixed noise level, since in this regime we can estimate the first two moments arbitrarily well.
Theorem 21: Assume that |F x|[k] = 1 for all k and that Fρ is non-vanishing. In addition, assume that (F x)[0] = (F x)[1] = 1. Then, if N → ∞ and σ is fixed, the solution of (L.4) is given byX = (F x)(F x) * andρ = Fρ.
Proof: Since σ is fixed and N → ∞, one can estimate M 2 * as in (L.1) exactly. Then, since (L.4) admits at least one solution (the underlying signal and distribution), the objective is zero at the solution and we get the relation:
where we useρ := F −1 (Fρ). Let u =ρ/Fρ. SinceX 0 we conclude that C u 0 and hence Fu ≥ 0 (the Fourier transform of u is non-negative). By the constraints of (L.4), we also have u[0] = 1. By examining the (1, 0)th entry of (L.5), we also conclude that
where the last equality holds because of the constraints of (L.4). Until now, we have shown that the vector u satisfies u[0] = u[1] = 1, it is conjugate-symmetric and its Fourier transform is non-negative. Therefore, by [17, Lemma IV.2], we conclude that u[n] = 1 for all n, orρ = Fρ. Next, we substitutẽ ρ = Fρ in (L.5) and get
where the equality holds entry-wise. Since all entries ofx are normalized, we conclude thatX = (F x)(F x) * . This concludes the proof.
M. Proof of Lemma 15
It is easy to check that the condition q[] > 0 is automatically enforced whenever w[] > 0 (otherwise the objective is −∞). So the simplex constraint is equivalent to L−1 =0 q[] = 1. The Lagrangian for this problem is the function:
, and the KKT conditions imply q * [] = w[] ν * . Since q is on the simplex, we conclude that ν * = L−1 =0 w[ ].
